The declining phase of solar cycle 23 is an important case of study. Many high energetic solar flares occurred in 2003. The occurrence of high energetic solar X-ray flares (X-type) is related to solar cycle's phases and the state of the active regions producing them. In some cases, the declining phases may be more active than the maximum phase. A statistical study is performed for solar flares (X-class) occurrence at declining and maximum phases of solar activity. The relationships between the X-class flares, SSN and active regions (ARs) will be investigated. The active region productivity of X-flares is in coherence with the number of days of (b -c -d) magnetic field. The active regions energies are consumed in the acceleration of protons and production of X-flares among other things (e.g. CME lifting up). The higher the energy of X-flares the lower the proton flux (pfu @ >10 MeV) and vice versa. 
Introduction
explained the three pulses in activity occurred from 1972 to 1974 during the declining part of solar cycle 20. On February 1972, the site of beta spots (latitude N 10°longitude 21°) had 32 flares and sub-flares and were associated with sudden ionospheric disturbances (SID) which was the largest number of SID's occurred with any center of activity during 1972. The increase of activity in N 10°longitude 21°and N 13°longitude 13°lasted approximately from February 1972 through 1973 . Shaltout (1995 commented on the high energetic solar flares that occurred during the year 1991 and have been produced by the active region 6659 (defined by National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, NOAA and United States Air Force, USAF). This year is a part of the declining phase of solar cycle 22. Dyer (2002) described the years around solar maximum (Ascending and Declining phases) of the sun's activity as there is an additional random source of lower energy particles accelerated during certain solar flares and in the subsequent coronal mass ejections (CMEs). These solar particle events lasted for several days at a time and contained both protons and heavier ions with variable composition from event to event. Energies typically range up to several hundred MeV and have most influence on high inclination or high altitude systems. Occasional events produce particles of several GeV in energy and these can reach equatorial latitudes.
The length of declining phase varies from solar cycle to another depending on the amount of energy in the sun not mainly on the maximum sunspot number of the cycle. Solar cycle number 23 is a weak cycle (Yousef, 1995 (Yousef, , 2003 ; it thus had the longest declining phase (5 years) although the maximum sunspot number was 119.6.
In the descending phases, it is found that the sun experiences an activity state in this phase comparable to the maximum phase. In some cases, the declining phases may be more active than the maximum phase. In a way of classifying the solar active regions according the productivity of energetic flare, it is important to study all active regions characteristics of selected solar flares before and at the time of occurrence of the flare.
Data and analysis

Most powerful solar flares ever recorded from 1976 to 2006
The most powerful X-ray flares ever recorded for the period 1976-2006 are compiled by IPS Radio & Space Services (www. spaceweather.com) and reproduced, after determining the phase of solar activity for each flare, in During the time period from July 11th, 1978 to December 5th, 2006, 30 solar X-class flares have been (from X28 to X9) recorded; 6 flares at maximum (20.0%), 2 flares at ascending phases (6.67%) and 22 flares at the declining phases of solar cycles (73.33%). Thus, it is greatly probable to observe high energetic solar (X-class) flares at the declining phases of solar cycles.
On the study of the most powerful solar flares, relation between solar proton flux and the X-flares is a point of interest. The sun energy is divided between the X-flare and the proton fluxes of the event. This relation is shown in Table 2 and Fig. 1 .
The curve in Fig. 1 can be divided into two sections; a. Sharp rise, for proton flux <353 pfu. There is a linear relation between X-class flares energy and the proton flux (pfu @ >10Mev). b. Exponential decay, for proton flux >353 pfu. The increase of solar proton flux (pfu @ >10Mev) is accompanied by a drop in the X-flare energy.
We can explain this in the following manner: The available energy produced in the active region is divided between the acceleration of protons and the production of X-flares among other things (e.g. CME lifting up). The higher the energy of X-flares the lower the proton flux (pfu @ >10 MeV) and vice versa.
Solar active regions
Several solar active regions have been studied in order to investigate different active regions capacities of energetic X-flares production.
This study involves 30 solar active regions, which produced highly energetic X-flares, as they cross the solar disk. For each region, start and end dates, sunspots numbers, sizes of sunspots, class of magnetic fields, sunspots classification, location and the most powerful 10 solar flares produced from that region. All data set for solar active regions are obtained, from URL: http://www. spaceweatherlive.com/en/solar-activity/region/regionnumber.
Number of days of (b -c -d) configuration and the
Corresponding number of X-flares for ARs under study
Beta-Gamma-Delta (b -c -d) magnetic field is considered the strongest of all magnetic field types of sunspots. In this type, a sunspot group has a beta-gamma magnetic configuration however; it also contains one (or more) delta sunspots. A delta type has umbrae of opposite polarities within a single penumbra. For each region, there is a graph was drawn for the relation between sunspots number and the size of this spot at the same day, where S and C parameters are defined for the cumulative summation for the sunspots size and the cumulative summation for the sunspots number, respectively. It also contains the linear fittings for both S and C curves and the equations of fitting.
For each active region, the cumulative sunspots count number (C parameter) and the cumulative size of sunspots region (S parameter) are calculated for the interval of the active region crossing of the solar visible disk day by day. The curve of S (primary, left, y-axis) and C (secondary, right, y-axis) parameters are plotted versus time (x-axis).All S and C curves have linear general trends. The linear fitting equations are inserted within each active region figure. The R 2 parameter is calculated for each curve to present the degree of fitting. An example for AR number 10030 is shown in Fig. 4 in which the R 2 value is 0.981.
Slope of S and C parameters
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Results and discussion
Relation between ARs sunspot number and sizes
This section concentrates on the ARs SSN -size relation. Fig. 6 shows the Class I SSN -Size relation. 
Conclusions
The occurrence of high energetic solar flares (X-class flares) isn't only probable at maximum solar activity, but also there is a great probability for the occurrence of those flares at other activity phases with special emphasis on the declining phases. The available energy produced in the active region is divided between the acceleration of protons and the production of Xflares among other things (e.g. CME lifting up). The higher the energy of X-flares the lower the proton flux (pfu @ >10 MeV) and vice versa.
There is coherence between number of X-flares and the number of days of (b -c -d) magnetic field emphasizing the role of magnetic field in the production of X-class flares. Solar active regions (ARs) of solar cycles 23 and 24 can be classified -according to the daily variation of size -into four classes.
Also, it can be concluded that the production of high energetic X-flares from an AR is a function of all characteristics of the ARs. So, it is necessary to perform a mathematical model for predicting the occurrence of high energetic solar X-flares through the study of solar active regions characteristics such as the sunspot number, the size of the region, the introduced classification of SSN-size relation, the magnetic class of the region and the distribution of the magnetic field lines day by day for all the periods of crossing the region for the solar visible disk.
